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A Characterization of Quasi-Frobenius Rings
By Masatoshi IKEDA
In this note we shall consider the problem: in what ring A can
every homomorphism between two left ideals be extended to a homo-
morphism of A ? (" Homomorphism " means " operator homomorphism ").
We shall call this condition as Shoda's condition.1* When A is a ring
with a unit element, Shoda's condition is equivalent to the next one:
(α): every homomorphism between two left ideals is given by the
right multiplication of an element of A.
The main purpose of this note is to show that if A is a ring with
a unit element satisfying the minimum condition for left and right
ideals, then A satisfies Shoda's condition if and only if A is a quasi-
Frobenius ring.
T. Nakayama characterized quasi-Frobenius rings as the rings in
which the duality relations Z(r (!.))== I and r(Z(x)) = r hold for every
left ideal I and right ideal x.2) Our result gives another characterization
of quasi-Frobenius rings.
A denotes always a ring with the minimum condition for left and
right ideals. Let N be the radical of A and A = A/N — Ά
τ
+ ••• + A
n
 be
the direct decomposition of A into simple two-sided ideals. Then, as
is well known, we have two direct decompositions of A :
A = Σ Σ Ae
κ
,, + l(E} = Σ §k, *A+r (#) (1 )
κ=l t=ι κ=l i=ι
•n ./U) .
where E = Σ Σ <*
κ
, ,, e
κ
,
 i (tc = 1, 2, •••, n i = 1, 2, ••• /(*)) arefc=l ί = l
mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents, Aβ
κ
,
 €
 ^ Ae
κ
,
 x
 = Ae
κ
 for
i — 1, •••, f(κ), Ae
κ
,
 t ^ Aeλ, 3 if K φ λ and the same is true for eκ, t A,
and Z(*) (r(*)) is the left annihilator (right annihilator) of #. More-
over we use matric units c
κ
,
 t, j (K = 1, •••, n i, j •= 1, •••, /O)),
c
κ> i, i = eκ> i = e* 9 CK, i, i = βκ, i 2-Πd Cκ, j, j Cλ, fc, z = δκ, λ δj fc Cfc, it i .
We start with the following preliminary lemmas.
1) This problem was suggested by Prof. K. Shoda. Cf. K, Shoda [4].
2) See T. Nakayama [1], [2].
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Lemma 1. // A satisfies (a) for simple left ideals, then A has a right
unit element.
Proof. To prove this, we show I (K) = 0 in (1). If I (#) Φ 0, then
it contains a simple left subideal I Φ 0. The identity automorphism of
ϊ is given, from (a), by the right multiplication of an element a.
a = Ea+(a—Ea}9 where a—Ea£r(E}. Since l(E) and r(E) are con-
tained in N, I = la = I (a-Ea) C N2 . Since I C ΛΓ2 , I = I (a-Ea} C ^ 3
Thus we have finally I — 0, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 2. // A has a left unit element and satisfies (a) for simple
left ideals, then A has a unit element and there exists a permutation n
of (1, 2, •••
 9n) such that the largest completely reducible left subideal of
Ae<)t is a direct sum of simple left subideals which are isomorphίc to
Ae^/Ne^
Proof. From Lemma 1, A has a unit element. Hence r (AT)
= Σ E*r (N} = Σ r (JV) E
κ
 , where E
κ
 = ^e
κ> i . Eκr(N} is a two-sided
ideal for each
 κ
, since AEK r (N} = (Σ EλAEλ \J N^E^r (AT) == Eκ r (N}.
If E
κ
 r (N} φ 0 and a Φ 0 is an arbitrary element of E
κ
 r (AT), then there
exists an e
κ
,
 i such that eκ, t a Φ 0. Aeκ, t a ^  Aeκ/Neκ is obvious. Since
E
κ
r(N) is a direct sum of simple left ideals which are isomorphic
to Ae
κ
/Ne
κ
 , each component has the form Ae^
 i ab, and this shows that
E
κ
 r (N} = AaA and E
κ
 r (N} is a simple two-sided ideal. Hence
E
κ
 r(N)N = 0, E. r(N}CIl (jV) and consequently r(N^l (AT). Since
r(N}EK is the largest completely reducible left subideal of AEκ9r(N^EκφO.
Since r(N}^l(N}, r(N")E
κ
A = r(N}E
κ
(ΣlE
λ
AE
λ
\JN} = r(N}E
κ
. Hence
is a non-zero two-sided ideal for each K. Then, from
EKr(N^ = ^ r(N}EK9 it follows that r(N}EK=E^r(N)
=1 κ = χ
is a non-zero simple two-sided ideal for each κ9 where π is a permutation
of (1,2, — , w). This shows that the largest completely reducible left
subideal of Ae
κ
,
 t is a direct sum of simple subideals which are isomorphic
In the case of algebras, we have by Lemma 2,
Proposition 1. Let A be an algebra with a finite rank over a field
F. If A has a left unit element and satisfies (a) for simple left ideals,
then A is a quasί-Frobenius algebra.
Proof. To prove this, we show that r (AT) e
κ
,
 i is simple for each K.
s
If r (N} e<t i is not simple, then, by Lemma 2, r (N} eκ) t — 2 m^ ,
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where s^>l and m^ ^  Ae^/Ne^ . Since ntj ^ Ae^/Ne^ , the
endomorphismring of m^ is isomorphic to e^^Ae^^/e^^Ne^^. On
the other hand, every endomorphism of m1 is given by the right multipli-
cation of an element of e
κ
,
 t Aeκ, i . Since r (AT) CI Z (AT), elements of
£
κ
, , NeK) t induce zero-endomorphism and those elements of eκ, t Aeκ, t
which are not in e
κ
,
 t Neκ, t induce isomorphisms. Hence we have a
natural isomorphism of e^ Ae^/e^ Ne^ into e
κ
,
 t Aeκ, t/ek, t Neκ, t .
Since s^>l, this isomorphism is not an onto isomorphism, and
te^ Ae^/e^ NeM : F) $ (eκ, t Aeκ, t/eκ, , Neκ, i : F) = (eκ Aeκ/eκ Neκ : F).
Similarly (<y
c
*) Aejω/ejω Nej^ : F) ^(ej-iω Ae^~-ι(κ)/e^~ι(κ) A/V~ι(κ) :
F), where πv(κ) = π (π ( • •• π (*;)))))• Since TT is a permutation, it follows
V
that (e
κ
 Aeje^ Ne^ : F) ^Ξ (e
κ
 Ae
κ
/e
κ
 Ne
κ
 : F). This is a contradiction.
Hence r (AT) e
κ
,
 4 is simple. Then, by Nakayama's theorem,
3)
 we have
our result.
Proposition 2. Lβί A be a ring with a left unit element. If A
satisfies (a) for every left ideal, then A is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
Proof. By Lemma 2, r (AT) e
κ
 = Σ nij and mj ^ Ae^/Ne^ . Hence
J=l
mj = AeΊC(κ)a,j for a suitable element a,j in m.?. Assume s^>l, then the
correspondences e^ a
λ
 — > e<(ίe) ^2 a^d eΛCκ) α2 — > eΛC(0 c&i define an automor-
phism of ntι + nt 2 . Then, by (a), there is an element c of eκ Aeκ such
that e^ ctiC == e<Cιe) α2 and e^) ^ 2c = 0*00 c^i Hence e^cK) c^c2 = e<(ιc) αt
and 0*00 αι(c2— O = 0. c2— e
κ
 is in e^Ne,,. For, otherwise, it is
a unit of e
κ
Ae
κ
 and consequently 0*0001=0. Hence c — ±ell+n,
where n belongs to e
κ
 Ne
κ
 . Since r (N} C I (N}9 eM ac — e^ a1(±elt + n)
— ±e7f(,0α1. This is a contradiction. Hence r(ΛΓ)e/ c is simple. Now
if I (N} eK ^  r (AT) eκ , than I (AT) eκ contains a left subideal I such that
l/r (N) e
κ
 is irreducible. We suppose l/r (N} e
κ
 s* Ae7r(λ)/ΛΓβιrCλ) Since
r (N) e
λ
 ^  Ae^^/Ne^v , there is a homomorphism θ between I and
r (N) e
λ
 . This homomorphism θ is given by the right multiplication of
an element of e
κ
 Ae
λ
 . If K Φ λ, then e
κ
 Ae
λ
 C] N and I e
κ
 Ae
x
C I (AT) N = 0. If Λ: = λ, θ is given by the right multiplication of an
element of β
κ
 Ne
κ
 , since the homomorphisms defined by the elements of
e
κ
 Ae
κ
 which are not in e
κ
 Ne,, induce isomorphisms. Then I e^ Ne
κ
C ι (N} N = 0. Thus we have contradictions. Hence I (AT) e
κ
 = r (N} e
κ
 .
Then it follows easily that I (N) e
κ
,
 t = r(N) eκ, i and l ( N ) = r (2V). We
write I (AT) = r (N} = M. Since #<(|0 Λf = MFK , the largest completry
reducible right subideal of e^^A is a direct sum of simple right sub-
ideals which are isomorphic to e
κ
 A/e
κ
 N . Since M e
κ
 is simple and is
3) See T. Nakayama [3].
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isomorphic to Ae^/Ne^, Me
κ
^=Ae7C(κJmeκίoτ a suitable element e^meκ
in Me
κ
 . Let x be an arbitrary element in 0*0^0*00 but not in e^}NeM .
Then the correspondence eM meκ — » #0*00 mβκ defines an automorphism
of Me
κ
 . For if x'e^ me
κ
 = 0, then- xf e A (1 — β<(κ)) \7 JV and x'xe^ meκ
€(A(1— 0* ( κ ))V/jy)0<oc )M = 0. By (a), this automorphism is given by
the right multiplication of an element of e
κ
 Ae
κ
 . Furthermore
0*00 Λte*Go w0* = 0 is obvious. Hence e^ AeM meκ ς^ e^ meκ Aeκ . On
the other hand, since e
Λθo
 me
κ
 A is a simple right subideal of e^^ M
and E^tf M is a simple two-sided ideal, e^ M is a direct sum of simple
right subideals of the form ξe^me^A, where ξ is a suitable unit of
0*00-40*00- But, as was shown, e^ -A0*oo mβ
κ
 -C β<Cκ) meκ A. Thus we
see that 0^ M = e^ w0K A is a unique simple left subideal of e<Cl0 A.
This completes our proof.
Remark. From the assumption (a) for simple left ideals, we can
not conclude that A has a left unit element. For example, let F be
a field and A — Fe + Fu, where e2 = e, ue = u, eu~Q, u2=Q. This
algebra over F has no left unit element, but it satisfies (a).
If A is a ring and not an algebra, then we can not conclude that
A is a quasi-Frobenius ring, from the assumption (a) for simple left-
ideals and the existence of a left unit element. For example, let F(x)
be a rational function field over a field F and A = F(x) + uF(x), where
u
2
 — 0, xu — ux2 . Then this is not a quasi Frobenitls ring, but it has
a unit element and (a) is valid for simple left ideals.
Proposition 3. // A is a ring in which (a) is valid for simple left
ideals and the same is true for simple right ideals, then A is a quasi-
Frobenius ring.
Proof. By Lemma 1, A has a unit element, r (W) = I (N} = M,
s r
Me
κ
 = 2 w>3 and 0
ΛGO M = Σ n fc , by Lemma 2. As was shown in thej=l fc=£
proof of Theorem 2, e^
κ) Ae ^  mβκ gl e^ meκ Aeκ , if we write
ni! = A0<Cfc) meκ . Similarly e^^ AeM meκ 2 ^c/c) meκ Aβκ , since e^ me,, A
is a simple right subideal of e^ M. Hence e^ Ae^ me* — e
ΛCκ) meκ Aβκ .
On the other hand, m/ has the form rn'iξ = Ae^ me,, ξ, where ξ is an
element of e^Ae^ . Hence s = l and similarly r — 1. Thus A is a quasi-
Frobenius ring.
Lemma 3. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring and let I — 11 \J I2 be a
left ideal homorphic to a left ideal V by a homomorphism θ, where I
x
 and
Ϊ2 are two left subideals of I. // the homomorphisms from lτ and I2 into
V induced by θ are given by the right mulίplίcatίos of elements a
λ
 and a2
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respectively, then there is an element a, such that θ is given by the right
multiplication of a.
Proof. Of course Γ = IJ \J 1Θ2. Then elements aλ and a2 define the
same homomorphism for I
x
 f\ I 2. Hence aλ-a2 e r (Iχ f\ I2) = r (10
V / τ (I2), since A is a quasi-Frobenius ring. Hence aI—a2=r2—r1 for
suitable ^€^(10 and r26r(I2). We write α14-r1=α2+r2 as a. Then
α defines 0 for I. For if lt is an element of 1^  (i = 1,2), then
lta = lt (at +r,) = lLaL = Z ? .
Theorem 1. Lβί A 6e a ring with a unit element. Then A satisfies
Shoda's condition if and only if A is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
Proof The " only if " part follows from Proposition 2.
We shall prove the «• if " part. If a left ideal Γ is a homomorphic
image of a principal left ideal ϊ = Aa, then I' is also a principal ideal.
We denote this homomorphism by θ, and show that θ is given by the
right multiplication of an element. Since θ is a homomorphism,
l(a) = l (aA) CI (aθ) — I (aθA). Since A is a quasi-Frobenius ring, r (I (αA))
= aA 2 r G (α'Ά)) — αθ^ Hence there is an element c such that αθ = αc.
Since every left ideal I has a finite basis, we can write
I = \J AaL. Then, by Lemma 3, every homomorphism between two
ί = l
left ideals is given by the right multiplication of a suitable element.
This completes our proof.
Therein 2. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring. Then for every isomor-
phism θ between two left ideals we can choose a suitable unit which
defines θ, that is, every isomorphism between two left ideals can be
extended to an isomorphism of A.
Proof. Let θ be an isomorphism between I and I'. Then, by
Theorem 1, there is an element a
θ
 which defines Θ9 that is, lαθ = I'.
Then lα
θ
r (F) = IV (I') = 0. This shows that α
θ
r (I') CI r (ϊ).
Case I. v(I')=r(I).
If r is an arbitrary element of r (I), then there is an element rr in
r(Γ) such that α
θ
r
f
 =r. Let Θ"1. be the inverse isomorphism of θ and
let 60-1 be the element which defines θ~l. It is easy to see that
I-α
θ
b
θ
-ι =rQer (I). Then αθ(bθ-ι+r'0} = αθbθ^+rQ = 1. Hence αθ is a
unit.4'
Case II. v-(I')£r(I).
In this case, I — I (α
θ
r (Γ)) =£l(r(T)) = ί, since A is a quasi-Frobenius
4) Since A satisfies the minimum condition for left and right ideals, it «&=!, then bα=l.
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ring. It follows, from ϊa
θ
r(Γ) = 0, that ΐά 0ζl'. But ϊaθ^laβ = Γ.
Hence ΐa
θ
 = V. Let ϊ be an element of I and la
θ
 — V, then Γ is in Γ
and there is an element I of ϊ such that la
θ
 — V. Hence (I -ΐ)a
θ
= 0.
Since no element of I is annihilated by a
θ
, I is the direct sum of I and
I0 which is annihilated by α0. Let Ae^^a(^ AeM/Ne«(K^ be a simple
left subideal of Ϊ0. We write Ae^ a + 1 — I* . Since I*/I ^  Ae^/Ne^ ,
it follows evidently that r (I)/r (I*) ε* e
κ
 A/e
κ
 N . Hence r (I) = rβ
κ
A
V7 r (I*) for a suitable element r of r (I). Since re
κ
A C f (I), the homomor-
phism defined by a
θ
+re
κ
bt for an arbitrary 6 of A, coincides with θ in
I. l*(a
θ
+rej>) is homomorphic to I* and contains l(a
θ
+rejb} — V. Now
if we take a suitable 6, then I (α
θ
+rβ
κ
6) is actually different from I'.
For otherwise, Ae^ a (a
θ
+reK6) = Ae^) arejb C I (αβ + reK&) = I' for every
6 of A. Hence AeMare^A<^ I' Since Ae^^we^ ^ME^ and Mί7κ is
a simple two-sided ideal, Mί7
κ
 = Ae^^ αrβ
κ
A C I' and Γ6
β
-ι = I ^ > JlίjE7
κ
.
On the other hand Mί7
κ
 = E^ M contains every simple left ideal
which is isomorphic to Ae^/N e^. Hence MEK contains Ae«^ a.
Thus I contains Ae<Cj0 α. But this contradicts I f\ I0 = 0. Thus we can
take an element 6 such that I^(α
β
+reK6) 51'.- Obviously I*(αθ+rβκδ)
^ I .^ . We write the isomorphism between P and I*(ct
θ
+re
κ
6) defined
by the right multiplication of a
θ
+re
κ
b, by Θ. Then Θ coindides with
θ in I, as was shown.
Since our assertion is true for A, suppose now that our assertion
is true for every left ideal L for which A/L has a shorter composition
length than that of A/I. Then we can choose a unit a& for Θ. a&
defines Θ for I*, hence % defines θ for I. This completes our proof.
The following lemma is trivial.65
Lemma 4. Let A be a ring with a unit element. If every residue
class ring of A satisfies Shoda's condition, then A is a unί-serίal ring,
and conversely.
Theorem 3.7) Let A be such a ring with a unit element that if
I/m~F/m for any tτuo left ideals I, V with their common left subideal
m, then for every homomorphism θ from I/m onto ϊ'/m there is such a
homomorphism 0 from I onto V that is given by the right multiplication
of an element of A and thit coincides with θ in I/m. Then A is a direct
sum of a semi-simple ring and completely primary uni-serίal rings, and
conversely.
5) See T. Nakayama [2] p. 10.
6) See M. Ikeda [5] p. 239. Cf. K. Shoda [4].
7) Cf. K. Shoda [4].
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Proof. It is clear that every residue class ring satisfies Shoda's
condition. Hence A is a uni-serial ring. Since the above assumption
holds for primary components of A, we prove our assertion for a
primary uni-serial ring Al satisfying the above assumption. If AΎ is
neither a simple ring nor a completely primary uni-serial ring, then A
λ
is a total matric ring of degree n^>l over a completely primary uni-
serial ring D. The radical ND of D is a principal ideal: ND — Dπ
— TrZλ Then the principal ideal ATT = πA is the radical 2V of A. Let
N^1 φ 0 and Np = 0. Then 2Vp~1e1 = Aτr^
l
e
λ
 = Ae^"1 and 2Vp~1e2
— ATΓ**-^ = lβgTΓ''-1 are the unique simple left subideals of Ae
λ
 and
Ae2 respectively. Ae^"
1
 =* Aβ2τr
p
-
1
 by the correspondence e^-1
<-> Cja^"1. Then Np~l(el -f c12) — A (ex +c12) τrp"1 is a simple left ideal and
contained in A(el + cl2). Since A(el+cl2) is an indecomposable left
ideal, 2Vp~2(e1 + c12) contains 2Vp~1(e1-f c12) as its unique simple left sub-
ideal. It is clear that 2Vp-2(e1 + c12)/2Vp-Kei + Ci2) ~ A^p"1β1+A^p"1e2
/2Vp"1(e1 + c12). But, as was shown, 2Vp~2(e1 + c12) is not isomorphic to
2Vp"1e1+2V
p
"
1
e2. This contradicts our assumption. Thus if Al is a
primary uni-serial ring satisfying our assumption, then A
λ
 is either a
simple ring or a completely primary uni-serial ring. The converse is
trivial.
Remark. Let A be such a ring with a unit element that if
I/m ~ Z'/m for any two left ideal ϊ, I' with their common left subideal
m, then for every homomorphism θ from I/m onto I'/m and every
endomorphism φ of m there is a homomorphism Θ from I onto V which
is given by the right multiplication of an element of A and coincides
with θ in I/m and with φ in m. Then A is a semi-simple ring and
conversely.
(Received March 28, 1952)
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